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of electrons in an asymmetric double quantum well is investigated by timeMagnetotunneling
resolved luminescence spectroscopy. The tunneling time decreases strongly when the bottom of the
lowest electronic subband of the narrow well is brought to intersect the lowest wide well subband
at nonzero wave vector by a magnetic Geld perpendicular to the growth direction. This decrease is
particularly pronounced when longitudinal optical phonon emission is possible. Transfer becomes
then as fast as in electrically tuned resonances in zero magnetic Beld.
PACS numbers:

73.40.Gk, 72.20.My, 78.47.+p

The understanding of the quantum mechanisms for
electron tunneling in semiconductor structures is a key
issue for the development of novel electronic devices [1,2].
The rates of tunneling transport determine operational
speed, noise, and energy consumption. Switching can be
achieved by exploiting the huge enhancement of tunneling rates at energy resonances. The tunneling processes
at resonance are strongly infiuenced by other basic electronic processes, such as scattering by defects, i.e. , impurities and interface roughness or by interaction with
phonons [3,4]. The reduction of tunneling time in resonance is a general principle of physics; however, this view
is simplifying in two-dimensional systems if the in-plane
dispersion of the carriers is neglected.
A magnetic field modifies the tunneling dynamics according to the orientation of the field with respect to
the direction of electron motion: a field Bii (i.e. , along
the growth direction) leads to tunneling between quantized Landau levels [5], while a perpendicular field B~
shifts the resonances because of conservation of the transverse canonical momentum [6], allowing electrons to be
injected resonantly at finite energies and finite in-plane
wave vectors in the target well. The dynamics of tunneling is in this case sensitive to the in-plane dispersion. In a
perpendicular field only transport experiments have thus
far been done [7—
9], but no information has been obtained
on the detailed dynamics. Time-resolved optical experiments, on the other hand, yield such information [10—
12]
but have to date not been performed in high magnetic
Gelds; i.e. , little information on the inQuence of in-plane
motion on the physics of tunneling could be deduced.
This paper describes the first direct determination
of resonant and nonresonant magnetotunneling
times of
electrons from a narrow quantum well (QW„) to a wide
quantum well (QW ) through a single potential barrier in an asymmetric double quantum well (ADQW)
picosecond photoluminescence
specby time-resolved
troscopy. Only the combination of external electric and
1522

magnetic fields with time-resolved optical experiments alto get novel information about how the in-plane
motion of the carriers infiuences the tunneling transfer
process. This process actually changes completely from
a defect assisted transfer to an intrinsic, optical phonon
assisted transfer if the resonance occurs between equal
or different in-plane motion of the carriers. The transfer
times are in both cases almost equal.
The inset of Fig. 1 shows the conduction (CB) and valence band (VB) of the ADQW with the lowest electron
and hole subband edges. The arrows show the channels
for recombination and electronic tunneling [13]. The tunneling time out of a quantum well is defined as the inverse
rate of electrons leaving QW„ through the barrier. Such
an unambiguous definition of a tunneling time often does
not exist in transport experiments [14]. We demonstrate
that the tunneling time strongly decreases if the bottom
of the lowest electronic subband ]nl) of QW„ is tuned
lows one
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FIG. 1. Luminescence decay of QW„ for different magnetic
fields perpendicular to the growth direction at a sample temperature of 80 K. Inset: Conduction (CB) and valence band
(VB) of an ADQW in the growth direction with the lowest
electron and hole levels. The arrows indicate recombination
and electronic tunneling.
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in resonance with the lowest subband
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of QW

by a

strong magnetic 6eld B~.
The experiments are basixI on a sample grown by
molecular beam epitaxy on an n+-doped GaAs:Si substrate with layers in the following sequence: burr
structure, 100 nm Alp 35Gap s5As, 10 times the ADQW
structures separated by 20 nm Alp. 35Gap s5As, 100 nm
Alp ssGap ssAs, and a 5 nm GaAs layer on top. The
ADQW structures consist of a 10 nm wide GaAs QW, a
6 nm Alp ssGap. ssAs barrier, and a 5 nm narrow GaAs
QW. For experiments with electric field Ohmic Au-Ge/Ni
contacts are alloyed into the substrate and semitransparent 5 nm thick Ni-Cr Schottky contacts of 1 mm diameter are evaporated on top. The Alp. 35Gap ssAs barriers
permit both polarities of the electric field at low temperatures. The electric fields are calibrated from the shift
of the QW luminescence to lower energy caused by the
quantum confined Stark efFect.
The samples are excited with pulses from a tunable
Styryl 8 dye laser, which is synchronously pumped by a
frequency doubled Nd: YAG laser at a repetition rate of 76
MHz. The carrier excitation density is below 10iP cm z.
The excitation energy is tuned just above the ground
state of QW„. The luminescence decay times of the
ADQW are not found to be sensitive to the excitation
energy. The photoluminescence is dispersed by a 0.32 m
spectrometer and detected by a two-dimensional streak
camera with a spectral and temporal resolution of 0.5 nm
and 15 ps, respectively.
Figure 1 shows the influence of a magnetic field B~
on the luminescence decay of QW„ for a sample temperature of 80 K. The magnetic field strongly reduces the
luminescence decay time r„of QW„with a pronounced
minimum around 16 T. A similar decrease is not observed
in the luminescence decay time r of QW . The luminescence decay rate r„ i of QW„ is the sum of the recom
bination rate r& and the electronic tunneling rate rT
from QW„ to QW:
r& + rT . The luminescence decay reflects the influence of the magnetic field
on tunneling. Figure 2 shows the dependence of r„on
the magnetic field for sample temperatures of 2 K and
80 K. The difFerent decay times at low magnetic field are
due to the temperature dependent recombination rate
[15] which slightly influences r„at a temperature of 2 K.
The decay times indicate a tunneling resonance around
16 T where ~„ is 1 order of magnitude smaller than for
0 T. The width of the resonance increases with temperature. No signi6cant in8uence of the magnetic 6eld on ~„
is observed in a magnetic field B~~ in growth direction.
The main e6ect of the magnetic field B~ in the x direction is to shift the dispersion of ]nl) against that of ]wl)
in the y direction by an amount b, k„= eh zB~/Ii, since
for thin wells the diamagnetic shift of the lowest subband edges with energy E„i and E~i can be neglected
[16]. The distance b,z = (z) i —(z)„i which the electrons tunnel is the difference of the expectation values
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FIG. 2. Dependence of QW„ luminescence decay time on
magnetic field perpendicular to the growth direction for sample temperatures of 2 K and 80 K. Insets: k„dispersion of the
lowest electronic subbands ~wl) and ]nl) in an ADQW with
magnetic field in the x direction. The left diagram shows the
situation where resonant transfer of electrons from QW„ to
QW is not possible. In the right diagram resonant transfer
is possible.

for the z coordinate of ]ipl) and ]nl). Semiclassically,
b, k„ is the momentum which an electron receives from
the Lorentz force during the tunneling process. The left
inset of Fig. 2 shows the resulting k& subband dispersion
for an ADQW. The dispersion in k~ is not influenced by
the magnetic field and k is therefore set to zero in the
diagram. The k„-dispersion curves of ]nl) and ]tul) intersect for any B g 0 at a wave vector k'„~(B ). The
intersection fulfills conservation of energy snd transverse
canonical momentum for resonant tunneling and therefore allows resonant transfer of electrons from QW„ to
QW if the states at k„"'(B,) are occupied. After excitation, electrons cool to a temperature of 50 K within
the time resolution [17] and resonant transfer is therefore only possible if k&~(B~) is at the subband edge of
~nl) (right inset of Fig. 2). The condition for resonant
transfer from QW„ to QW~ is therefore
nl

a&1

= (hbk„)z
2m'

(eb, zB )z
2ni'

Equation (1) gives a resonance magnetic field of 15 T
which is in reasonable agreement with the experiment.
We do not observe resonant behavior in a magnetic Geld
beB~~ in the growth direction since resonant tunneling
tween difFerent Landau levels is quantum mechanically
forbidden in first order [5].
Resonant transfer from QW„ to QW~ is only observable if the electrons are scattered out of the resonant
states in QW~. The resonant tunneling time is therefore determined by both the tunnel coupling through the
barrier
process
b, E on
tion on

and an intersubband or intrasubband scattering
in QW~. The influence of the subband distance
the tunneling times provides valuable informathe dominant scattering process. This possibility
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is unique for the present Bg experiment which allows injection at finite in-plane wave vector and energy in the
wide well and the possibility to tune these parameters by
a simultaneous variation of the electric and the magnetic
fields. We vary the subband distance LE by an electric
field in the growth direction. Decreasing hE shifts the
resonance to lower magnetic fields, as shown in Fig. 3.
The solid line, calculated with Eq. (1), is in good agreement with the experiment. The small systematic deviation may be due to excitonic effects. The shift of the resonant magnetic field to lower values when b, E is lowered
proves that electrons tunnel; the resonant magnetic field

would increase with decreasing

for hole tunneling

AE.

The dependence of the resonant decay times on b, E is
shown in Fig. 4. Resonant tunneling becomes fast if the
subband spacing is above the GaAs longitudinal optical
(LO) phonon energy of ~i,o = 36 meV, and the resonant decay times saturate for large b, E at a minimum
of 30 ps. This result shows that the transfer of electrons
from QW„ to QW~ only becomes fast if they are rapidly
swept out of the receiving state in QW~ by LO phonon
emission.
The importance of LO phonon emission for resonant
tunneling in a high magnetic field B~ cannot be invoked
to explain experiments with the same sample in the absence of a magnetic field where [nl) and [iol) were tuned
into resonance by an electric field. A ground state resonance transfer time with a comparable value of 32 ps
was observed when ~nl) and ill) were slightly detuned
to prevent backtunneling to the source quantum well [3].
The resonance had to be explained by defect assisted tunneling [18] since LO phonon participation was impossible
[19]. Defect assisted transfer occurs under energy conservation but with momentum transfer in the range of
(Bohr radius) i, i.e. , 10s cm i. The difFerence between
the resonances is explained with the insets in Fig. 4: the
labels I' and mark the positions of initial and final states
for defect assisted scattering. Part (a) shows the identical dispersion of ~nl) and ]tel) when the resonance is

f
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obtained by application of an electric field. Defect assisted transitions from the subband minimum of ~nl) to
~wl) with energy conservation but with small momentum change are possible. Part (b) shows the subband
dispersion when resonance is obtained by application of
a magnetic field. The possibility of a transition from
a specific initial state at the minimum of inl) to a final
state at wl) with energy conservation and small momentum transfer is strongly reduced. While in case (a) defect
assisted transfer is dominant, in case (b) LO phonon assisted transfer prevails if EE
hei, o. The suppression
of defect assisted transfer is a direct consequence of the
particularity of magnetic field induced resonant tunneling, namely, that carriers can be injected in the receiving
states at specific finite wave vector values and energies.
The similar transfer times in a magnetically and an electrically tuned resonance are noteworthy since a different
mechanism for loss of momentum in the receiving state
must be involved; furthermore, in the second case the resonance is achieved for all in-plane wave vectors whereas
in the first case the resonance is only obtained for one
specific k„. A possible explanation could be that in real
samples well width fluctuations lead to inhomogeneous
broadening of the states which slows down the resonance
by 1 order of magnitude in the electrically obtained resonance. In the magnetic Beld case, inhomogeneous broadening only shifts the resonance to a slightly difFerent k„,
which causes only a small influence on the transfer time.
A detailed discussion of this behavior will be published
elsewhere.
In conclusion, resonant tunneling between coupled
quantum wells is investigated in a magnetic field perpendicular to growth direction. The transition from nonresonant to resonant tunneling reduces the tunneling time
by a factor of 10 to a value of 30 ps. The resonance becomes particularly fast if LO phonon emission is possible
in the tunneling process. Our results demonstrate that
~
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the direct observation of transfer times is essential for
the interpretation of magnetic field induced resonances.
Transfer with and without magnetic Beld ocurs with or
without change of the in-plane motion of the carriers and
the tunneling transfer mechanism can be completely different in both cases.
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